
Sunday MorningsSunday Mornings  
Zoom: 789 699 326 

Meditation: 10:45 a.m. 
Service: 11 a.m. 

  

Senior MinisterSenior Minister  
Rev. David Robinson 

Blue Skies. Blue Skies. 

Warm days... Warm days...   
Watering plants so they don’t 
dry out. Dragonflies chasing 
each other in their mating 
dance. The buzzing of bees and 

the flutter of butterflies in the garden. Perhaps a 
little grilling and meals on the deck in the long 
afterglow of the sunset. 
 This month, we continue our yearlong theme of 
Living Everyday Wonder into the area of 
relationships. As the month begins, we’ll begin with 
our relationship with ourselves, the relationship 
from which all others develop. If we can’t love 
ourselves, we can’t really love each other. Instead, 
we’ll be desperately seeking love in all the wrong 
places.  
 As the month progresses, we’ll look at our 
relationships with others—both near and far. As we 
create ‘we’ relationships, our lives become not just 
about ourselves, but we gain perspective and rise 
into a new level of consciousness about 
relationships. From there, we rise into our 
relationships with and as societies. 
 Continuing our rise, we recognize our oneness 
and interrelationship with nature. I and it are of 
the same star stuff. And finally, we lift into the 
Infinite, recognizing our foundational relationship 
with God.  
 We are often in relationships with illusions, 
instead of reality. Can we let go of the self-created 
ideas about self and other and simply be with self 
as well as with self and  others? 

~  Rev. David  

 

“I now see how owning 

our story and loving 

ourselves through that 

process is the bravest 

thing we will ever do.”   

~ Brene Brown 

 

 

Ah Summer!Ah Summer!  

HappeningsHappenings  
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July  3July  3th th 
~ Me, Myself and I~ Me, Myself and I 

The relationship we have with ourselves is the 
foundation upon which all other relationships are 
formed. Which do we chose: self-love or self-
hatred, self-worth or invalidation of self? Our 
invitation today is to learn how to love ourselves 
and to practice this deeper, fuller, more complete 
embodiments of love.  
 

July 10July 10thth
  ~ You and I Are We ~ You and I Are We   

Let’s explore the relationships we have with those 
both closest and farthest from us and how all are 
shaped by how each of us understands and relates 
to the collective we. There can be no wonder or 
peace if “We” hold contempt and distrust for the 
collective “We.”  
 

July 17July 17thth
  ~ You and Me Create Society~ You and Me Create Society  

The relationship we have with the broader 
gathering of people is what has created and 
continues to create societies. The agreements we 
make consciously and those we agree to by default 
are what affect and govern how we interact and 
relate to one another.  
  

July 24July 24th  th  
~~    We Are Star StuffWe Are Star Stuff  

When we are in harmony with and in respectful 
relationship with all of nature, we find a level of 
sacredness and beauty we were previously oblivious 
to. Nature, the universe, is the physical expression 
of the body of God. Why would we ever desecrate 
our relationship with it?  
 

July 30July 30thth
  ~ The One and Only~ The One and Only  

No matter who or what the relationship is, it must 
be a relationship with God since God is all there is. 
And ultimately, it is a demonstration of God’s 
relationship with Itself. We can participate in this 
consciously and welcome more wonder and awe or 
unconsciously keep reaping what we sow. 

Core CouncilCore Council  
 

    Rev. David Robinson, Spiritual Leader 
Buffie Finkel, President 

Laura Farris, Vice President  
Jean Hill-Miller, Treasurer  
Beth Thompson, Secretary 

Lorrie Chase, Member at Large  
Scott Kissel, Member at Large  

 

 
 

Message Phone: (360) 255-7878 
Mailing address:  

3701 Pacific Avenue SE, PMB 327 
Olympia, WA  98501 

Check us out on Facebook at  
www.facebook.com/csloly 

  

Sunday Talk Titles Sunday Talk Titles   
  

  

Read a Good Read a Good 

Book in JulyBook in July  Living Everyday Wonder: Living Everyday Wonder:   

RelationshipsRelationships  “M“M ost people think of love 
as a feeling,” says 

Richo, “but love is not so much 
a feeling as a way of being 
present.” How to Be an Adult in 

Relationships explores five 
hallmarks of mindful loving and 
how they play a key role in our 
relationships. Adult love is 
based on a mutual commitment 
to what Richo calls the “five A’s”: 

attention, acceptance, appreciation, affection, and 
allowing. Brimming with practical exercises for 
couples and singles, How to Be an Adult in 
Relationships offers heartening insights into a 
lifelong journey of love.    

Brent Pendleton, Brent Pendleton,   

Amy Shephard Amy Shephard   

& Shani Banai & Shani Banai   

our beloved our beloved   

Music & Sound TeamMusic & Sound Team  
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The Women’s Retreat in  The Women’s Retreat in    
late June could not have been more ideal. We 
met at Susan Strobel’s home overlooking 
Puget Sound. Mt. Rainier made only a vague, 
misty appearance but everything else was 
perfection.  
 There were 29 women in attendance. Carol 
Kautzmann and Crystal Vernon worked with 
Susan to plan the day and evening. “I want to 
share with all of you the joy and delight that 
showed up in each of the women who were 
able to attend,” wrote Carol in a post event 
email. “We manifested a beautiful, sunny, 
warm day for us to connect, and there were 
five women who joined the retreat for the 
first time.” 
 Much of the afternoon was unstructured. 
On such a beautiful day and with so many 
women in attendance, it would have been 
hard to engage everyone in planned activities. 
Having friendly conversations with one or two 
women at a time for a few hours was a 
wonderful choice. Moving around the house 
and in the sunshine outside made it possible 
to have several interactions, get caught up 
and just enjoy the things women like to talk 
about.   
 A lasagna dinner was followed by a 
drawing for several prizes and a last chance  
to say a few words to the whole group. 
Delightful perfection.   

We missed mentioning We missed mentioning 
this in the June newsletter, the month that 
honors our LGBTQIA+ beloveds. Members of 
these groups have had struggles in their journey 
of acceptance by the mainstream culture. The 
history of intolerance—in every area—has left a 
wake of isolation, injury, and death. It is time 
to recognize that just because another person 
doesn’t view or live life as we do—or look like 
us—doesn’t mean they’re wrong, bad, or have 
to be stopped. 
 Although homosexuality has been labeled 
unnatural by some, it actually shows up 
throughout nature. Misinterpretation and 
misunderstanding of a few passages in the Bible 
have led to justification of persecution. Oddly 
enough, the same people who point to the two 
passages in Leviticus against homosexuality, 
completely ignore many of the other laws of 
Leviticus, as well as the animal sacrifices 
prescribed in the first nine chapters of the 
same book. 
 Jesus gave only two commandments: love 
God completely and love your neighbor as 
yourself. In his story labeled “The Prodigal 
Son,” the father, representing God, ignores the 
returning son’s sense of guilt and not deserving 
to belong. Instead, he loves him and surrounds 
him with good. 
 People raised in the long-standing system of 
sexual polarity may not understand all the 
other ways people live. These ways have been 
among the human race since its beginning. As 
spiritual beings, as believers in one and only 
one God, a God of pure, infinite love, our path 
is to be God-like and love each other. Period. 
No exceptions. We don’t have to agree or even 
like each other, but we must embody the 
infinite love and share it. And must face the 
evil of intolerance and say no to it. 
 Karl Heinrich Ulrichs (1825 to 1895), 
considered the first openly gay man, wrote: 
“Until my dying day I will look back with pride 
that I found the courage to come face to face 

in battle against the specter which for time 
immemorial has been injecting poison into me and 
into men of my nature. Many have been driven to 
suicide because all their happiness in life was 
tainted. Indeed, I am proud that I found the 
courage to deal the initial blow to the hydra of 
public contempt.”  
 Let us celebrate and honor the pride of our 
fellow people in facing down intolerance. Let us 
celebrate in Love. 

~ Rev. David 
*Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transexual, Questioning 
(or Queer) Intersexual, Asexual (or Allies), Plus  

 

Pride Month Pride Month   
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                  Youth & Family ProgramYouth & Family Program  
  

Living Everyday Wonder: RelationshipsLiving Everyday Wonder: Relationships 

July 3July 3rdrd
  --    Me, Myself, and IMe, Myself, and I 

When we create a positive relationship with ourselves 
and practice body and mind self-care, we more easily 
treat others the way we want to be treated.  
 Youth label a Your Relationships Map with what 
kind of relationship they have with each area of their 
being. We play a spiritual tool match-up game in 
order to treat each area that needs loving attention.  
  

July 10July 10thth
  --    You and I are WeYou and I are We  

This week our focus is on the relationship we have 
with our friends, family, and community. Each 
encounter we make is an opportunity to make 
connections, to build community.  
 Youth get together to participate in a meaningful 
community event to learn something new and share 
their knowledge.  
  

July 17July 17thth
  --    You and Me Create SocietyYou and Me Create Society 

The agreements we make consciously and those we 
agree to by default are what affect and govern how 
we interact and relate to one another.  
 Youth learn about the Four Agreements and find 
areas in their relationships where they can create 
healthier communication and become empowered to 
support inclusivity.   
  

July 24July 24thth
  --  We Are Star Stuff We Are Star Stuff  

When we are in harmony with, and in respectful 
relationship with all of nature, we find a level of 
spiritual beauty we were previously oblivious to. 
 Youth discover how they relate to nature is how 
they relate to God and others. Youth go on a nature 
walk together and find unique similarities between 
themselves and the world around them. They will find 
a place to beautify.   

  

  

The Spiritual Practice of engaging The Spiritual Practice of engaging   

relationships is a relationship of Spirit itself.   relationships is a relationship of Spirit itself.     

July 31July 31stst
    --  The One and Only 

Today, let us reassess how we will 
choose to show up in this loving and 
wonderful relationship with Spirit. 
 Youth join the adult service and 
share their pictures of their idea of how 
humanity can promote a world that 
works for everyone.  

Our much loved Ziya is all grown Our much loved Ziya is all grown 

up and ready to take on the world. up and ready to take on the world.   



Core Council ReportCore Council Report  
actually unload the storage pod and put 
things where they go, as well as unloading 
our chairs when they come. If this is one of 
your strengths we can absolutely use it.   
 Another facet of our re-opening is being 
explored at Council this month. How will we 
tell the world we are here? Please keep 
watching for more information and 
opportunities to share your talents in the 
future.   
 Lastly, do we have enough time? This one 
may be a bit more elusive. As you know, we 
thought we would be in the building at 
several points during the past six months. In 
reality, we have had long delays in 
permitting and now a shortage of some 
materials. Our landlords and our builders are 
working around these to the best of their 
ability.  
 Our new and tentative move in is early 
September. However, having our first 
Sunday could be a BYO Chair day. We’ve 
been notified that our beautiful new teal 
chairs will be delayed a week—or more.  
 It seems we do a lot of what my mother 
would call hurry up and wait. I apply my own 
spiritual understanding to this.  
 We have called for our New Home, and it 
is not a place. It is a state of being, and it is 
being born, in its own time. I breathe and 
let the contractions of this birth wash over 
me—over us all—knowing our new Center is 
already here. Namasté, 
 

~ Buffie Finkel, Core Council President  

Wow, June went fast, didn’t it? Wow, June went fast, didn’t it?   
It was full of CSL-Olympia activities, world events 
and rain. Oh, and flowers, bursting out all over. In 
other words, it was full of life. 
 Council activities since our last column 
continue to be focused our new home. In late May 
we had the FunDING event and the concurrent 
goal of getting our Sunday Service Teams fully 
organized—thank you Angelina!  
 There is so much we do not know about 
operations in our new home logistically. To be 
honest, it can be a challenge to be centered in a 
“there is always enough” consciousness. So let us 
look at this. 
 Do we have enough treasure? Yes! We have 
been contributing to our New Home Fund for 
quite a while now. That’s in addition to the 
recent infusion courtesy of the wonderful 
FunDING Event. We are tapping other resources as 
well for new sound and video equipment.  
 We have a storage pod full of stuff that used 
to serve us at Nova. No lack there. Do we have 
enough talent? Of course. We have a dynamite 
Spiritual leader, the best music team ever, a fully 
engaged Core Council, an inspired Youth and 
Family Director, Practitioners and extremely 
competent support staff. And we have you.  
 We are continuing to fill out our new Sunday 
service teams—and if you have not yet done so, I 
invite you to check out the options on our website 
under About Us, and then Volunteer. 
 Beyond our service teams, there will be some 
all-hands-on deck calls when it comes time to 
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July 4 July 4 ––  The United StatesThe United States  

July 11 July 11 ––  Amy ShephardAmy Shephard  

July 15 July 15 ––  Ram Ram VeeraraghavanVeeraraghavan  

July 26 July 26 ––  Ocean LauraOcean Laura  
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Call the message phone: (360) 255Call the message phone: (360) 255--7878, ext. 4 to listen 7878, ext. 4 to listen   

to a prayer recorded each week by a Practitioner. to a prayer recorded each week by a Practitioner.   

 

Teresa Bielenberg 
Linda Villegas Bremer 

 

Tim Robinson  
Sylvia Schroeder 

In my current role as In my current role as 
Chaplain in St. Peter’s Hospital residency 
program, patients will often ask what 
denomination I am and what church I go to. I will 
tell them I am a member of the Center for 
Spiritual Living, a multi-faith community where 
people of all faiths are welcome.  
 Generally, people nod, smile 
or look confused. Only one 
person, so far, has asked me, 
“How in the world is that 
possible?” Occasionally someone 
will ask to know more about us. 
Then I explain that my faith 
community practices a philosophy 
of living grounded in both Eastern 
and Western religious principles 
and wisdom traditions that 
embrace the belief that there is 
a creative presence and power 
for good I call God. This presence 
is moving in, as and through all 
forms and aspects of life to 
become exactly what is needed and necessary for 
the free and full manifestation of life-enhancing 
good in every circumstance. And, of course, that 
is when their eyes start to glaze over… 
 So most often I will say let me show you a 
way to experience what I believe, and I gently 
guide our conversation towards the exploration 
of reflection, contemplation and communion— 
states of heart and mind that can and will 

facilitate a greater lived experience of 
wholeness, oneness, significance, 
remembrance, meaning, understanding, 
belonging, and sense of purpose. These are 
what enhance our lives and help to create a 
world that works for everyone.  
 Attaining personal growth, spiritual 
development and evolutionary progress through 

reflection, contemplation and 
communion is not a new 
concept. Finding new ways or 
the time to incorporate them 
into our lives involves intention.  
     A time-honored practice I 
have come to love is the act of 
dedicating—ritualizing—time to 
engage in these activities for the 
sake of others. This is 
consciously setting the intention 
that the prayers we pray, the 
time we spend quietly being 
present with the Presence, 
reading and listening to 
spiritually inspired literature and 

music, are done in the name of or on behalf of 
those who cannot, for whatever reason, easily 
or logistically engage in these spiritual 
endeavors themselves. Those who are too sick 
or worried, weary and war torn are a few 
examples that come to mind, and I am sure we 
can all think of many other good reasons as 
well.      

~ Teresa Bielenberg, RScP 
 

On Being of ServiceOn Being of Service  

PractitionersPractitioners  

Sandy Dell 
Susan Einhorn 
Buffie Finkel 

 

Prayer Support Prayer Support   

Attaining personal Attaining personal 

growth, spiritual growth, spiritual 

development and development and 

evolutionary progress evolutionary progress 

through reflection, through reflection, 

contemplation and contemplation and 

communion is not a communion is not a 

new concept. Finding new concept. Finding 

new ways or the time new ways or the time 

to incorporate them to incorporate them 

into our lives into our lives   

involves intention. involves intention.   
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In my humble opinion,  
Ziya is one of the fortunate ones. She has grown 
up in CSLville, which helped her understand how 
to express herself and gave her the space to do 
so. “Even if I don’t take things word for word,” 
she told me, “it’s given me a basis for what to 
believe and how I choose to live my life.” 
 How do I describe this intensely focused, 
articulate, aware young woman? Because so 
many of the CSL community have known Ziya a 
long time, I think in this case it helped me to 
have almost no background at all. Because Ziya 
wants us to see her, to know her, as she is now. 
Someone who views life on a case-to-case basis, 
“approaching one thing at a time…what comes 
up, because it’s all shifting all the time. It’s 
hard to think of everything coming together 
because that never really happens. Like in a 
forest where there’s a path through the trees 
that leaves room for a clear way to go, but you 
still can’t see what’s ahead.” 
 For some of us, that might feel vulnerable. 
For Ziya, it means embracing one possibility 
after another, whatever form that takes. Ziya 
bases part of her ability in this regard on 
learning to choose what she wanted to receive 
from what was offered, both in terms of 
spirituality and schooling, rather than a this-is-
the-only-way-things-can-be approach. 
 I really wanted to know what it’s like to be 
Ziya and 17 in the world right now. I will quote 
Ziya’s words because I think you’ll all 
appreciate hearing them without filter.  
 “It’s at a point where there are a lot of 
things to fix, and not all of those are necessarily 
achievable. It will require more work than one 
person saying something or starting something. 

We need a big chunk of people to start 
agreeing on things. Eventually it’s possible, 
but I doubt it’ll happen in the next few 
years. Throughout history, every certain 
number of years there’s a revolution, and 
we’re overdue from that standpoint. It’s 
been a long time…we can’t just keep on 
living as we have been.  
 “The way it is has been caused by 
passing down beliefs and subconscious 
thoughts that have accumulated over time 
and contributed to the world. There are a 
lot of people in the older generations who 
are not necessarily against change, but 
don’t understand they don’t have to 
personally change [in big ways] to make 
change happen. It’s more about being 
open.”  
 Ziya’s advice? “Stop caring so much 
about other people. Stop thinking what 
other people are doing, thinking, and 
choosing to be. They’re just existing. Don’t 
feel the need to be angry; let them live 
their lives. Don’t react. Pay attention to 
yourself. Let go of thinking people need to 
be the same way. Use pronouns or don’t 
use pronouns. You can disagree, but let 
them live their life.” 
 Although Ziya has danced her way 
through her formative years, she intends to 
follow a career path starting at Loyola 
Marymount University in Chicago where she 
plans to study psych, criminal justice, and 
linguistics. She wants to study abroad in 
Rome. She thinks she may want to work 
with the FBI doing field work or counseling 
agents or even the criminally insane.  
 It’s hard not to be impressed when 
presented with such a well-spoken, 
thoughtful individual who could not be 
more ready to move on with her life, be on 
her own, without reservations, and without 
hesitation. I know without a shadow of a 
doubt we will all be rooting for her. 

 

Ziya Laura: 
Graduating  

senior opens her 
wings to soar! 



Brent Pendleton, 

Music DirectorMusic Director  
 

Shani Banai, 

Zoom SupportZoom Support  
 

Adrienne Cherry, 

Youth DirectorYouth Director  
 

Marlisa Johnson, 

BookkeeperBookkeeper  
 

Tiffany Merkel, 

Administration Administration   
 

Sandy Dell, 

WebsiteWebsite  
 

Karyn Lindberg, 

Newsletter EditorNewsletter Editor  
 

Message Phone  
(360) 255-7878 

 

Website: 

www.cslolympia.orgwww.cslolympia.org 
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The Women’s Circle’s is on summer The Women’s Circle’s is on summer   

hiatus and will resume in the fall. hiatus and will resume in the fall.   

Contact Carol Kautzmann to Contact Carol Kautzmann to   

get on the mailing list. get on the mailing list.   

ckremedy4u@gmail.comckremedy4u@gmail.com  

  

The CSL Men's Coffee Group The CSL Men's Coffee Group   

meets on Friday mornings meets on Friday mornings   

each week  at 10 a.m. each week  at 10 a.m.   

For more info contact For more info contact   

Denny Kautzmann at: Denny Kautzmann at:   

CSLDenny@gmail.comCSLDenny@gmail.com  

Sunday, July 17Sunday, July 17thth
    

Facilitated byFacilitated by  Susan Einhorn, RScP Susan Einhorn, RScP   

Zoom: ID# 789 699 326 Zoom: ID# 789 699 326   
  

““Deep Summer is when Deep Summer is when   

laziness finds respectability.”  laziness finds respectability.”    

~ Sam Keen~ Sam Keen  
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